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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes the separation of signal components based on resonance. The method relies on several recent developments in sparse signal processing: morphological component analysis (MCA), the rational-dilation wavelet transform (RADWT), and fast algorithms for $\ell_1$-norm regularized linear inverse problems (for example, SALSA). The RADWT allows one to extract signal components according to resonance characteristics because the RADWT allows the Q-factor (frequency resolution) of the wavelet transform to be varied. The sought decomposition cannot be accomplished by frequency-based filtering. An example illustrates the method.

Index Terms— Sparse signal representation, wavelets, morphological component analysis, Q-factor.

1. INTRODUCTION

The decomposition of a signal into a set of frequency components, as achieved by a suitably designed filter bank or by the Fourier transform, is a fundamental conceptual and computational tool in signal processing. Of course, many natural signals are more accurately and efficiently described as a sum of finite-duration (or windowed) frequency components; and for such signals time-frequency representations like the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and wavelet transforms (WTs) are often more appropriate.

However, many signals contain oscillatory components that are not well captured by either a single STFT or a single WT. For example, a given signal may contain multiple oscillatory pulse-like components with a common oscillation frequency $f_o$, Hz, where each oscillatory pulse is of different duration — that is, each oscillatory component may comprise a different number of cycles. In the terminology of filters, each oscillatory pulse may have a different Q-factor (quality-factor). Figure 1 illustrates a set of pulses with various frequencies and Q-factors. Pulses 1 and 2 have the same oscillation frequency, yet they have a different number of cycles.

Given a single signal consisting of all six pulses illustrated in Fig. 1, where the pulses overlap in time, conventional frequency and time-frequency representations will not be able to decompose the signal into its separate pulses. These representations will be able to separate pulses 1 and 2 from pulses 3 and 4 because pulses 1 and 2 are of a different frequency than pulses 3 and 4. But pulses 1 and 2 can not be separated using conventional linear time-frequency signal transforms like the STFT or WTs, because these two pulses are of the same frequency and may overlap in time. On the other hand, pulses 1 and 2 do have substantially different Q-factors (resonance).

In this paper, we propose the decomposition of a signal into components based, not on frequency, but on resonance. The proposed method is designed to separate pulses 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 for example, even if they overlap in time. This provides an alternative approach to the separation (analysis) of oscillatory signals, such as EEG and other physiological signals, and vibration signals arising in physical sciences, etc.

The proposed resonance-based signal separation method is based upon several recent developments in signal processing: morphological component analysis (MCA) [17], new rational-dilation wavelet transforms [1], and new fast algorithms for sparse-regularized linear inverse problems [12]. These developments, each of which advances sparsity-based signal processing, will be reviewed in Section 2.

The signal separation problem posed in this paper (based on resonance) is closely related to the problem of decomposing a signal into transient and oscillatory (or tonal) components, which has been addressed by several authors [6, 7, 10, 14, 15]. In [14] the goal is efficient audio compression, and it is proposed that sinusoidal components, transients, and a noise-like residual be separately coded. The separation of transient and tonal components using sparse signal representations is developed in [6, 7, 15]. The wavelet transform and the modified discrete cosine transform (MDCT) are used in [6, 15], while overcomplete modulated complex lapped transform (MCLT) dictionaries are utilized in [7]. A general Bayesian approach is described in [10] and is illustrated using an MDCT basis with a long time window for the tonal component and an MDCT with a short time window for the transient component. An example of tonal/transient separation in audio is also given in [13] which introduces the time-frequency jigsaw puzzle. An alternative novel approach to transient separation is the time-scale method introduced in [4], which exploits the multi-scale characterization of transients.

Some of the ideas in this paper were presented earlier in [16] for the problem of transient/oscillatory component separation.

2. SPARSE REPRESENTATIONS

2.1. Rational-dilation wavelet transform (RADWT)

The dyadic discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is well-known to enable the sparse representation of piecewise smooth signals. However, the sparse representation of oscillatory signals requires transforms with higher frequency resolution than the dyadic DWT. In order to address this need, a new family of (overcomplete) wavelet transforms were developed in [1] for which one has the ability to tune the Q-factor of the analysis/synthesis functions. Instead of be-
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Fig. 1. Oscillatory pulses of various frequencies and durations. Pulses 1, 3, and 5 have the same (low) Q-factor; these oscillatory pulses have essentially a single cycle; they are of low resonance. Pulses 2, 4, and 6 have the same (higher) Q-factor; these oscillatory pulses have more cycles and are of a higher resonance. On the other hand, pulses 1 and 2 have the same frequency; etc. A low Q-factor wavelet transform (the classical dyadic wavelet transform) is suitable for the efficient representation of pulses 1, 3, and 5. The efficient representation of pulses 2, 4, and 6 calls for a wavelet transform with higher Q-factor. Each illustrated pulse is a sine wave windowed with a Blackman window.

In order for MCA to work, the respective transforms must have a low coherence (the analysis/synthesis functions of each transform should have low correlation with the analysis/synthesis functions of the other transforms). MCA is introduced and elaborated in a series of papers, including Refs. [9, 17, 18].

Given an observed signal $x$ that is the superposition of two signals,

$$x = x_1 + x_2, \quad x, x_1, x_2 \in \mathbb{R}^N,$$

the goal of MCA is to estimate/determine $x_1$ and $x_2$ individually. MCA assumes that $x_1$ and $x_2$ can be sparsely represented in bases (or frames) $S_1$ and $S_2$ respectively. The MCA approach, in one form (MCA can be formulated in different ways), asks that the objective function,

$$J(w_1, w_2) = \|x - S_1 w_1 - S_2 w_2\|^2 + \lambda_1 \|w_1\|_1 + \lambda_2 \|w_2\|_1 \quad (1)$$

be minimized with respect to $w_1$ and $w_2$. We use the $\ell_1$-norm here because it promotes sparsity yet is a convex function. Then components, $\hat{x}_1$ and $\hat{x}_2$, estimated by MCA are

$$\hat{x}_1 = S_1 w_1^*, \quad \hat{x}_2 = S_2 w_2^*,$$ \quad (2)

where $(w_{1*}, w_{2*})$ minimizes the objective function (1).

More general forms of MCA allow the sparsity measures for $x_1$ and $x_2$ in (1) to be different from each other; additionally, the data fidelity term need not be an $\ell_2$ norm. Additionally, other sparsity priors besides the $\ell_1$-norm can be used, etc.
MCA has been demonstrated to be very effective for image inpainting and other image processing problems, especially with the curvelet transform, the block 2D DCT, and 2D wavelet transforms in the role of $S_1$ and $S_2$ [9, 17, 18].

For multi-resonance signal separation, as proposed in Section 1, we suggest that the rational-dilation wavelet transform (RADWT) be used for sparse signal representations in MCA. By using two or more RADWTs with differing Q-factors, we propose that components of a signal having different resonance characteristics can be separated from one another.

2.3. Split augmented Lagrangian shrinkage algorithm (SALSA)

The use of MCA, as formulated here, requires the minimization of the objective function (1). Although $J$ is convex, the non-differentiability of the $\ell_1$-norm can make the minimization difficult; and many algorithms have recently been proposed to minimize this type of objective function. An important early algorithm is the iterated soft-thresholding algorithm (ISTA) developed in [5, 11]. However, many faster algorithms have since been developed; a few examples are Refs. [2, 3, 8, 19].

A particularly fast recent algorithm for a class of $\ell_1$-regularized linear inverse problems is the ‘split augmented Lagrangian shrinkage algorithm’ (SALSA) developed in [12]. Each iteration of SALSA calls for the solution of an $\ell_2$-regularized inverse problem, which may itself be a challenge. However, for numerous problems including the one considered here, the relevant $\ell_2$ problem can be written essentially in closed form.

In order to specialize SALSA to the MCA problem (1), define

$$H = \begin{bmatrix} S_1 & S_2 \end{bmatrix}, \quad u = \begin{bmatrix} u_1 \\ u_2 \end{bmatrix}, \quad w = \begin{bmatrix} w_1 \\ w_2 \end{bmatrix}.$$ 

Then minimizing $J$ in (1) via SALSA gives the iterative algorithm:

$$u^{(k+1)} = \arg \min_u \| y - Hu \|^2 + \mu \| u - w^{(k)} - d^{(k)} \|^2_2$$

$$w^{(k+1)} = \arg \min_w \lambda_1 \| w_1 \|_1 + \lambda_2 \| w_2 \|_1 + \mu \| u^{(k+1)} - w - d^{(k)} \|^2_2$$

$$d^{(k+1)} = d^{(k)} - u^{(k+1)} + w^{(k+1)}$$

where $k$ is the index of iteration. The parameter $\mu$ needs to be selected by the user. See [12] for details. We have used $\mu = 0.5 \lambda$ in the MCA experiments below.

Note that (3) is an $\ell_2$ problem and therefore the minimization in (3) can be expressed straightforwardly:

$$u^{(k+1)} = (H^T H + \mu I)^{-1} (H^T y + \mu (w^{(k)} + d^{(k)})).$$

Using $S_1S_1^T = I$ and $S_2S_2^T = I$ (which is valid for the RADWT of [1] because it is self-inverting) and the matrix inverse lemma, we can write:

$$(H^T H + \mu I)^{-1} = \frac{1}{\mu} I - \frac{1}{\mu (\mu + 2)} S_1^T S_2 [S_1 \quad S_2].$$

Also, note that (4) is an $\ell_1$-norm regularized denoising problem and therefore the minimization in (4) is given by soft-thresholding.

Therefore, SALSA for the MCA problem as formulated here is:

$$b_1^{(k)} = S_1^T y + \mu (w_1^{(k)} + d_1^{(k)})$$

$$b_2^{(k)} = S_2^T y + \mu (w_2^{(k)} + d_2^{(k)})$$

$$c^{(k)} = S_1 b_1^{(k)} + S_2 b_2^{(k)}$$

$$u_1^{(k+1)} = - \frac{1}{\mu} b_1^{(k)} - \frac{1}{\mu (\mu + 2)} S_1^T c^{(k)}$$

$$u_2^{(k+1)} = - \frac{1}{\mu} b_2^{(k)} - \frac{1}{\mu (\mu + 2)} S_2^T c^{(k)}$$

$$w_1^{(k+1)} = \text{soft} (u_1^{(k+1)} - d_1^{(k)}, \frac{\lambda_1}{2\mu})$$

$$w_2^{(k+1)} = \text{soft} (u_2^{(k+1)} - d_2^{(k)}, \frac{\lambda_2}{2\mu})$$

where $\text{soft}(x, T)$ is the soft-threshold rule with threshold $T$.

3. EXAMPLES

To illustrate the proposed resonance-based signal separation method, a synthetic test signal was created, illustrated in Fig. 2. The test signal consists of six pulses of three different frequencies and two different Q-factors (as in Fig. 1). The goal is to separate the signal into a high and a low resonance component. Applying 100 iterations of SALSA, as illustrated in the figure, yields a signal separation according to resonance, as desired. In this example, we used $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = 0.2$ and RADWTs with dilation factors 6/5 and 3/2, each with a redundancy of 3.

Note that frequency domain filtering will be unable to achieve the desired separation. For example, high-pass filtering will extract the high and low resonance pulses of high frequency.

We also applied 100 iterations of ISTA. The result (not shown) is inferior because ISTA requires many more iterations to converge than SALSA. (To clarify — ISTA will minimize the objective function if allowed to run for more iterations.) The decay of the objective function (1) is illustrated in Fig. 3 for both ISTA and SALSA.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a resonance-based signal separation method that relies on techniques for sparse signal representations. MCA provides the framework for the method in which a sparse representation is sought for each signal component. The method utilizes a rational-dilation wavelet transform (RADWT) for the sparse representation of each resonance component. The RADWT allows one to extract signal components according to their resonance characteristics. Moreover, the RADWT is a self-inverting fully-discrete transform which is important for the SALSA algorithm as described.

Under current investigation is the application of the developed resonance-based signal separation to biomedical signal analysis, speech and audio processing, and as a preprocessing step for short-time spectral estimation of non-stationary signals.
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Fig. 2. Decomposition of a test signal into high and low resonance components. This result is obtained with 100 iterations of SALSAs. The high resonance signal component is sparsely represented using a RADWT with high Q-factor. Similarly, the low resonance signal component is sparsely represented using a RADWT with low Q-factor.

Fig. 3. Reduction of objective function during the first 100 iterations. SALSAs converges faster than ISTA.


